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ABSTRACT

Edges on the basal face of uranyl-sheet minerals control dissolution and crystal-growth processes because of their higher
interaction with the aqueous solution than the less reactive basal face. A basal face is parallel to the structural unit of a uranyl-
sheet mineral and dominates its crystal morphology. Edges terminate a structural unit and define the morphology of the prominent
basal face. Edges are parallel to linear periodic chains of polyhedra in the structural unit, at which anion terminations interact with
a coexisting aqueous solution through acid–base reactions and acceptance of weaker bonds from cationic aqueous species. The
bond-valence deficiency of an anion at an anion termination correlates with the intrinsic acidity constant, pKa, and the free
energy, �Gat, of the corresponding protonation-type reaction. The degree of interaction of an edge with the coexisting aqueous
solution can be described by the bond-valence deficiency per unit length of the anion terminations on the corresponding chain of
polyhedra, i.e., an edge at which each site is activated by interaction with aqueous species. The type and number of activated sites
on an edge correlate with the bond-valence deficiency of the corresponding chain of polyhedra. Growth and dissolution at an edge
are promoted by interaction between activated sites and aqueous solution. The interaction has its minimum at the point of zero-
charge (pHpzc) of the edge and at saturation with respect to the mineral, and increases with the difference between pH and pHpzc,
and with the degree of saturation. Edges containing a small number of activated sites are stable, grow and dissolve slowly, and
invariably occur on the final morphology of the basal face. Edges containing an average number of activated sites are less stable,
grow and dissolve faster, and will occur on the final morphology only if crystal growth occurs in solutions with a pH close to
pHpzc, and close to saturation with respect to the mineral. Edges with the highest number of activated sites have the lowest
stability and may never occur on the final morphology. Interaction of an edge with the aqueous solution depends also on the shift
between the layers and the arrangement of the interstitial complexes between the layers.
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SOMMAIRE

La bordure de la face parallèle à la base du feuillet des minéraux à uranyle régit la dissolution et les processus de croissance
cristalline à cause de sa plus grande interaction avec la solution aqueuse que la face elle-même, moins réactive. Une telle face est
parallèle aux unités structurales des feuillets contenant les groupes d’uranyle, et elle est déterminante du point de vue
morphologique. Les bordures représentent la terminaison des unités structurales, et définissent la morphologie de la face de base,
proéminente. Ces bordures sont parallèles aux chaînes linéaires périodiques de polyèdres de l’unité structurale, là où il y a
interaction des terminaisons d’anions avec la solution aqueuse coexistante grâce à des réactions acide–base, et où des liaisons plus
faibles provenant d’espèces aqueuses cationiques sont acceptées. Le déficit en valences de liaison d’un anion à la terminaison
d’une chaîne d’anions dépend de la constante intrinsèque de l’acidité, pKa, et de l’énergie libre, �Gat, de la réaction correspondante
de protonation. On peut décrire le degré d’interaction d’une bordure avec la solution aqueuse coexistante en évaluant le déficit en
valences de liaison par unité de longueur des terminaisons des anions dans la chaîne de polyèdres correspondante, c’est-à-dire,
une bordure à laquelle chaque site est rendu actif par interaction avec des espèces aqueuses. Le type et le nombre de sites ainsi
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activés à la bordure montre une corrélation avec le déficit en valences de liaison de la chaîne de polyèdres correspondante. La
croissance et la dissolution à une telle bordure est accélérée par interactions entre sites activés et la solution aqueuse. L’interaction
atteint son minimum au point de charge zéro (pHpzc) de la bordure, et à saturation par rapport au minéral, et augmente avec la
différence entre pH et pHpzc, et avec le degré de sursaturation. Les bordures contenant un faible nombre de tels sites activés sont
stables, croissent et se dissoudent lentement, et sont normalement développées dans l’expression morphologique finale de la face
de base. Les bordures contenant un nombre moyen de tels sites activés sont moins stables, croissent et se dissoudent plus
rapidement, et seront présentes dans l’expression morphologique finale de la face de base seulement si la croissance cristalline se
déroule dans des solutions ayant un pH voisin de pHpzc, et à des conditions voisines de la saturation par rapport au minéral. Les
bordures ayant le nombre de sites activés le plus élevé auront une stabilité moindre, et pourraient bien ne pas être présentes dans
l’expression morphologique finale. L’interaction d’une bordure avec la solution aqueuse dépend aussi du degré de déplacement
entre les feuillets et de l’arrangement des complexes interstitiels entre les feuillets.

(Traduit par la Rédaction)

Mots-clés: minéraux d’uranyle, morphologie, structure de la surface, croissance cristalline, dissolution, valences de liaison.

tion process. These calculations work well as long as
accurate interaction potentials are available for the con-
stituent species. This is not usually the case for com-
plex hydroxy-hydrated oxysalt minerals, which contain
unusual coordination geometries and both (OH) and
(H2O) groups, e.g., althupite, Al Th [(UO2) {(UO2)3
(PO4)2 (OH) O}2] (OH)3 (H2O)15. This situation is un-
satisfactory, as hydroxy-hydrated oxysalts constitute the
bulk of the mineral kingdom and are by far the most
important phases from an environmental perspective.
Moreover, we know far less about the factors that con-
trol their atomic arrangements, chemical compositions,
morphology, dissolution and stabilities than for the (usu-
ally) more simple rock-forming minerals. Here, we de-
velop a more mechanistic approach to crystallization,
dissolution and crystal morphology, and apply it to ura-
nyl-sheet minerals. In addition, we measure the pKa
value for dehydrated schoepite in order to compare it
with the pKa value calculated with the MUSIC model
of multisite complexation.

SURFACE FEATURES ON BASAL FACES

Chemical reactions on the surfaces of uranyl-sheet
minerals are an important issue, as they result in the
release of (UO2)2+ to natural waters. Therefore, a de-
tailed atomic-scale understanding of the surface chem-
istry of uranyl-sheet minerals is desirable. Uranyl-sheet
minerals contain layers of polymerized uranyl-polyhe-
dra with uranium in [6], [7] and [8]-coordination as tet-
ragonal, pentagonal and hexagonal bipyramids,
respectively. In these polyhedra, strong U–O uranyl
bonds are not involved in linkage between uranyl poly-
hedra; they extend orthogonal to the sheet, whereas
weaker equatorial U–� bonds [� = O2–, (OH)–, (H2O)]
link the polyhedra in the plane of the sheet (Fig. 1).

Periodic Bond-Chain theory (Hartman & Perdok
1955a, b, c) defines the basal face parallel to the sheets
of uranyl polyhedra as an F face because the sheet con-
tains more than one periodic bond-chain. If one consid-
ers polyhedra instead of bonds, a linear periodic
bond-chain is part of a linear periodic chain of polyhe-

INTRODUCTION

The morphology of a crystal, the geometry of an etch
pit and the characteristics of two-dimensional growth
islands on a crystal surface are presumably related to
the structural arrangement of atoms in the crystal. This
connection was explored by Hartman & Perdok (1955a,
b, c), who developed the PBC (Periodic Bond-Chain)
theory. The basic idea is as follows: when an atom or
complex attaches to a growing surface of a crystal dur-
ing crystallization, the probability of subsequent detach-
ment is inversely proportional to the number of strong
bonds between the atom or complex and the crystal sur-
face. Thus, in PBC theory, the focus is on uninterrupted
chains of strong bonds between building units, called
PBCs, in which the strong bonds belong to the primary
coordination of an atom or molecule. PBC chains that
contain only strong bonds between atoms or molecules
define the direction of major growth of a crystal, and
PBC chains containing weaker bonds between atoms
define directions of minor growth. PBC theory distin-
guishes three different types of faces: F (or flat) faces
with two or more types of PBCs (periodic bond-chains)
parallel to the face; S (or stepped) faces with one type
of PBC parallel to the face, and K (or kinked) faces with
no PBCs parallel to the face. In PBC theory, the mor-
phology of a crystal is controlled by the occurrence of F
faces. The prediction of morphology from the crystal
structure involves (1) determination of PBCs, and (2)
classification of (hkl) layers as F, S or K faces.

An alternative approach to the morphology of a crys-
tal is to use molecular modeling (with either empirical
or quantum-mechanical models) to calculate surface
energies or step energies. The surface energy is the dif-
ference in energy between the bulk structure and the
surface structure; thus, the lower the surface energy, the
more stable the face. The step energy is the difference
in energy between the surface and the corresponding
step; thus, the lower the step energy, the more stable the
step. Using such calculations, one can categorize differ-
ent faces or steps, and calculate the energy of any face
or step that might occur in a crystallization or dissolu-
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dra, which we will designate as a polyhedron chain or
chain. A polyhedron chain that terminates a sheet con-
tains ligands that bond either to U6+ cations or to U6+

cations and to species in the adjacent gas phase or aque-
ous solution. Any anion on a terminating chain, and the
cations to which it is bonded, form a termination. The
linearity of the chain of polyhedra requires that polyhe-
dra should have a small number of U–� terminations.
In the case of uranyl minerals, we consider only those
chains in which each polyhedron has no more than two
terminations of the type U–[1]�. Figure 1 shows chains
of polyhedra parallel to [100], [010], [120], [210] and
[110] in the structural unit of schoepite, [(UO2)8O2
(OH)12](H2O)12 (Finch et al. 1996).

The basal face of a uranyl-sheet mineral is the face
parallel to the layers of uranyl polyhedra. Addition of
one or more of these uranyl layers can form surface fea-
tures such as terraces and steps on the basal face. The
termination of one structural unit orthogonal to the basal
face is called an edge. An array of coplanar edges de-
fines a step or a face non-coplanar with the basal face.
The edge and basal surfaces vary in reactivity owing to
differences in the local stereochemistry of their constitu-

ent uranyl polyhedra. The reactivity of the basal surface
is determined primarily by the reactivity of the apical
atoms of oxygen of the uranyl group, (UO2)2+. These
oxygen atoms receive an average of 1.6–1.7 valence
units (vu) from the U–O bond, and hence they cannot
be protonated (by H+), as each O–H bond has an aver-
age bond-valence of 0.80 vu, and the aggregate incident
bond-valence at the uranyl O-atom would be 1.6 + 0.8
= 2.4 vu, in conflict with the valence-sum rule (Brown
1981, Hawthorne 1994, 1997). Apical oxygen atoms of
the uranyl group are therefore not involved directly in
any acid–base reactions at the surface.

Equatorial oxygen atoms in the sheet of polyhedra
commonly bond to two or three U6+-atoms (Fig. 1). In
contrast to the uranyl bonds, equatorial U–O bond-
lengths vary over a larger range, with average bond-
valences between 0.2 and 0.8 vu. Thus, equatorial
O-atoms at basal and edge surfaces can participate in
acid–base reactions through protonation and depro-
tonation. Hence, edge surfaces are much more reactive
than basal surfaces because equatorial O-atoms on the
edge surface almost always bond to fewer atoms of U6+

than O-atoms in the sheet, and hence must satisfy their

FIG. 1. Polyhedron representation of the uranyl-oxide hydroxy-hydrate sheet in schoepite, [(UO2)8O2(OH)12](H2O)12; chains of
polyhedra parallel to [100], [010], [120], [110] and [210] are shown in brown, red, blue, pink and green, respectively; equa-
torial O2– anions of the uranyl polyhedra are shown as red octagons, equatorial edges are shown as heavy black lines.
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individual bond-valence requirements through a higher
degree of protonation.

The reactivity of edges is an important factor in the
dissolution of sheet minerals; for example, the dissolu-
tion of phyllosilicates is controlled by acid–base reac-
tions on the corresponding edges (e.g., Rufe & Hochella
1999). Thus in order to understand dissolution and
growth processes for uranyl-sheet minerals, one requires
details of the structures of their edges. Inspection of
Figure 1 suggests the following question: which peri-
odic bond-chains in uranyl sheets define the morphol-
ogy of the corresponding F-faces? Application of PBC
theory requires categorization of different types of
bonds in these bond chains. Bonds between U6+ and O2–

or (OH)– can have similar strengths in all these chains,
and therefore one must consider the distances to the
central U6+ cations. PBC theory does not consider the
type of equatorial ligands in the chain [O2– or (OH)–],
the shift between the uranyl sheets, the arrangement of
interstitial cations, the change in morphology with pH
or the degree of supersaturation (see below). Here, we
introduce an approach to crystal morphology that con-
siders these issues, using characteristic bond-valence
values between U6+ and its equatorial ligands. Further-
more, we will show that change in morphology with pH
depends on the equilibrium constants of the anion ter-
minations on the surface of uranyl-oxide minerals. For
the surface structure of schoepite, [(UO2)8O2(OH)12]
(H2O)12, we calculate the bond-valence deficiencies for
the various types of chains of polyhedra and use the
equation of Hiemstra et al. (1996) to calculate the cor-
responding pKa values of the acid–base reactions on the
anion terminations of the chains. In addition, we mea-
sure the pKa value of the anion terminations on the basal
face of dehydrated schoepite by titration of a fine sus-
pension of synthetic dehydrated schoepite, to compare
with our calculated values.

BOND-VALENCE THEORY

Quantitative bond-valence parameters were intro-
duced by Brown & Shannon (1973), and Brown (1981)
developed the first ideas on bond-valence theory.
Hawthorne (1985, 1990, 1994) applied these ideas to
complex oxysalt minerals and developed the idea of the
structural unit with a characteristic Lewis basicity.
Schindler & Hawthorne (2001a, b, c, 2004) and
Schindler et al. (2000) extended these ideas and showed
how extended bond-valence theory can be used to pre-
dict details of mineral composition and stability that are
not accessible to other approaches. There has been some
application of bond-valence ideas to mineral surfaces
(e.g., Barger et al. 1997a, b, c, Brown & Parks 2001),
but this has focused on adsorption of “foreign” ions
rather than on crystallization of the mineral itself.

Bond valence and the valence-sum rule

If interatomic distances are known, bond valences
can be calculated from the following equations:

s = s0 [R / R0 ]N, s = [R / R1]n

or
s = exp [(R / Ro) / B] (1)

where s is in valence units (vu), R is the observed bond-
length, and R0, N, R1, n and B are constants (character-
istic of cation–anion pairs) that are derived by fitting
these equations to a large number of well-refined crys-
tal structures such that the sum of the incident bond-
valences at any atom be as close as possible to the formal
valence of that atom (Brown & Shannon 1973, Brown
& Altermatt 1985). In stable (observed) crystal struc-
tures, the valence-sum rule is obeyed: the sum of the
bond valences at each atom is approximately equal to
the magnitude of the atomic valence.

Characteristic bond-valence

Bond valences around a specific cation in a wide
range of crystal structures lie within ~20% of the mean
value, which is thus characteristic of that particular cat-
ion (Brown 1981). The characteristic bond-valences of
cations correlate strongly with their electronegativity, a
measure of the electrophilic strength (electron-accept-
ing capacity) of the cation. The correlation with charac-
teristic bond-valence indicates that the latter is a
measure of the Lewis-acid strength of the cation (Brown
1981). The Lewis-base strength of an anion is similarly
defined as the characteristic valence of the bonds formed
by the anion. However, variations in bond valence
around anions are much greater than around cations, and
it is not useful to designate Lewis basicities for simple
anions such as O2–.

If we examine the (CO3)2– group as an oxyanion,
each O2– receives 1.33 vu from the central C4+ cation
and needs an additional 0.67 vu from other cations. In
calcite, for example, the oxygen atoms of the (CO3)2–

group are [3]-coordinated, and hence need an additional
two bonds if we consider the (CO3)2– group as an
oxyanion; the additional bond-valence needed is thus
0.33 vu for each of the oxygen atoms of the (CO3)2–

group. If this process is repeated for all (CO3) groups in
minerals, the mean value of the characteristic bond-va-
lence obtained is 0.25 vu with only a small dispersion.
In this way, we can define the Lewis basicity of an
oxyanion (Brown 1981).

The valence-matching principle

The definitions of Lewis-acid and Lewis-base
strengths lead to a specific criterion for chemical bond-
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ing, the valence-matching principle (Brown 1981): The
most stable structures will form where the Lewis-acid
strength of the cation closely matches the Lewis-base
strength of the anion. As a chemical bond contains two
constituents, the properties of the constituents must
match for a stable configuration to form.

BINARY STRUCTURAL REPRESENTATION

One of the problems in dealing with mineral struc-
tures is the complexity of the atomic interactions; there
are a large number of such interactions, and their spatial
characteristics are important. However, we can simplify
this problem in the following way: we factor a crystal
structure into two components: the structural unit (an
array of high-bond-valence polyhedra that is usually
anionic in character) and the interstitial complex [an
array of large low-valence cations, simple anions and
(H2O) groups that is usually cationic in character]. If
we can calculate aggregate properties such as Lewis
basicity and Lewis acidity, we can use the valence-
matching principle to examine the interaction of the
structural unit and the interstitial complex (Hawthorne
1985, 1986, 1990). Schindler & Hawthorne (2001a)
described how to calculate Lewis basicity and Lewis
acidity for a structural unit and an interstitial complex.

INTERACTION OF A SURFACE WITH AN AQUEOUS

SOLUTION: A BOND-VALENCE APPROACH

As noted above, the bond-valence sum incident at
any cation or anion must be equal to its formal valence.
In the bulk structure, the bond valences contributing to
such a sum involve simple ions at the vertices of the
associated coordination-polyhedra. With regard to a sur-
face, we may identify two distinct situations: (1) the
surface of the crystal is adjacent to a vacuum; (2) the
surface of the crystal is adjacent to a liquid (or a gas). In
the first situation, the ions at the surface of a crystal by
definition must have coordinations different from those
in the bulk crystal, and these differences will exist over
long time-scales. The surface structure responds to these
differences by lengthening or shortening specific bonds;
such differences in bond lengths (and bond angles) are
commonly called the relaxation of the surface. As a re-
sult of these differences, the pattern of bond valences at
and near the surface in a vacuum must differ signifi-
cantly from that in the bulk crystal, even to the extent
that there may be a reorganization of the topology of
the chemical bonds at the surface. In the second situa-
tion, although the atoms at the surface must have coor-
dinations different from those in the bulk crystal, the
bond-valence requirements of these surface atoms are
also partly met by neighboring atoms in the coexisting
liquid (or gas). Hence surface relaxation will be much
less than where the surface is exposed to a vacuum. In-
deed, the atoms of the liquid will tend to arrange them-
selves such that relaxation at the surface of the solid is

minimized, and one may well be able to consider local
interactions among atoms as the average of what occurs
at the surface over a longer time-scale. This discussion
suggests that we may be able to use an unrelaxed sur-
face model in which one treats bond valences of near-
surface bonds as equal to the bond valences of the
analogous bonds in the bulk structure.

Intrinsic acidity constants of anion
terminations in oxide minerals

Consider a crystal in equilibrium with an aqueous
solution. Depending on the pH of the solution, the sur-
face is partly or fully hydrated, and aqueous species in
the solution bond to anions or cations on the surface
(chemisorption). The degree of hydration and type of
chemisorption depend on the type of anion or cation on
the surface and on the conditions in the coexisting solu-
tion. The degree of hydration can be predicted with the
acidity constants of the different anion-terminations and
the pH of the solution. Van Riemsdijk and co-workers
(Hiemstra et al. 1996) developed a “multisite complex-
ation model” (MUSIC), which can be used to predict
anion acidities using a modified form of the following
equation:

pKa = –A (�sj + V) (2)

where pKa is the intrinsic acidity constant [a constant
valid for an uncharged surface (Stumm 1992)], A equals
19.8, V is the valence of the oxygen atom at the surface
(–2), and �sj is the bond-valence sum at the surface
oxygen atom and is defined by

�s j = {sM + msH + n(1 – sH)} (3)

where sM is the bond valence of the M–O bond, sH is the
bond valence of the H–O bond to the surface oxygen if
the base is a hydroxyl group (assumed to be 0.80 vu), (1
– sH) is the valence of weak hydrogen bonds from aque-
ous species to surface anions, and m and n are the num-
bers of stronger O–H and weaker O...H bonds,
respectively. Hiemstra et al. (1996) used fixed M–O
bond-valences from unrelaxed bulk-structures to predict
intrinsic acidity constants for surface groups. Bickmore
et al. (2003) used ab initio calculations for the average
of M–O bond-valences of protonated and deprotonated
relaxed surface-structures in 2:1 phyllosilicates; their
average bond-valence values for Fe–O, Al–O and Si–O
bonds are similar to the corresponding values used by
Hiemstra et al. (1996).

The key issue in the prediction of appropriate intrin-
sic acidity-constants is use of the correct average coor-
dination number of O on the surface. Here, Hiemstra et
al. (1996) used an average coordination of oxygen of
[3] for the more compact surfaces of gibbsite and goeth-
ite, and an average coordination number of [4] for the
more open surface of quartz. The resulting intrinsic acid-
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ity-constants were used to calculate the point of zero-
charge (pHpzc, Stumm 1992) for gibbsite, goethite and
quartz, and the results agree with experimental values.

Calculation of intrinsic acidity-constants
for different U–O anion-terminations on edges
of the basal face of uranyl-sheet minerals

The edges on uranyl sheets contain equatorial an-
ions in a coordination different from that in the bulk
structure. For tetragonal, pentagonal and hexagonal
bipyramidal coordination, the characteristic equatorial
U–� bond-valences are 0.64, 0.54 and 0.45 vu, respec-
tively (Burns 1999). However, individual equatorial
[a]U–� bond-lengths vary over a larger range than the
corresponding Al–O, Fe–O and Si–O bond-lengths. For
example, the [7]U–� bond-lengths in schoepite,
[(UO2)8O2(OH)12](H2O)12, vary between 2.2 and 2.7 Å
(Finch et al. 1996), which correspond to bond valences
of 0.73 and 0.27 vu, respectively. These high variations
in individual bond-valences in uranyl minerals may give
rise to a range of intrinsic acidity-constants for one type
of anion termination.

The type of anion termination on edges in uranyl
minerals is limited by the occurrence of [6]-, [7]- and
[8]-coordinated U6+: e.g., [6]- and [8]-coordinated U6+

never occur together, and always occur with [7]-coordi-
nated U6+. The type of anion termination can be indi-
cated by the code [a]U–�–n[b]U, where the � is an
unspecified anion that bonds to one U atom in [a] coor-
dination and n � U atoms in [b] coordination. If we do
not consider other oxyanions [e.g., (VO4)3–, (PO4)3–,
(SiO4)4–], the following combinations of anion termina-
tions can occur on edges in uranyl-oxide sheet miner-
als: [8]U–�, [7]U–�, [6]U–�, [8]U–�–[8]U, [8]U–�–[7]U,
[7]U–�–[7]U, [7]U–�–[6]U, [8]U–�–2[7]U, [7]U–�–2[7]U
and [6]U–�–2[7]U. The wide variation in type of anion
termination (even for one structure type) makes it diffi-
cult to determine an exact pHpzc for a uranyl mineral.
However, an exact pHpzc is required to scale the aver-
age coordination-number of the oxygen atoms on the
edge surface (see above).

An example: calculation of the intrinsic
acidity-constants of anion terminations
on the (001) face of schoepite

Schoepite, [(UO2)8O2(OH)12](H2O)12, has a promi-
nent (001) basal face that dominates the morphology of
its crystals. The corresponding uranyl-sheet contains
U6+ in [7]-coordination (Finch et al. 1996). There are
three different types of equatorial anion-terminations on
the (001) face: [7]U–OH–2[7]U, [7]U–OH–[7]U and [7]U–
O–2[7]U (Fig. 1). In order to calculate the correspond-
ing intrinsic pKa values for these terminations, we can
use the overall characteristic bond-valence for [7]U–�
(0.54 vu), the average [7]U–� bond-valence of the equa-
torial bonds in schoepite (0.47 vu), or the average [7]U–

� bond-valence for each of the three anion-terminations.
Here, we use the average bond-valence of the equato-
rial bonds (0.47 vu) because this value is more appro-
priate than the characteristic [7]U–� bond-valence, and
it simplifies the calculation (relative to the use of indi-
vidual average bond-valences). In many uranyl-hy-
droxy-hydrate minerals, the coordination number of
equatorial O-atoms in the structural unit is close to [4];
oxygen bonds either to three U and one H, or to two U,
one H and accepts one additional hydrogen bond.

The acid–base reactions and the corresponding val-
ues of pKa (assuming [4]O) are as follows:

[7]U–O–2[7]U + H+ ↔ [7]U–OH–2[7]U,
pKa = 7.7 [1]

[7]U–O–[7]U + H+ ↔ [7]U–OH–[7]U,
pKa = 13.1 [2]

[7]U–OH–[7]U + H+ ↔[7]U–OH2–[7]U,
pKa = 1.2 [3]

The intrinsic pKa is calculated using the average bond-
valence sum at O in the anion termination of the base
(i.e., for the termination on the left side of each equa-
tion). In reaction [1], the oxygen atom in [7]U–O–2[7]U
receives 3 � 0.47 (from the [7]U atoms) + 0.20 (from a
hydrogen bond) = 1.61 vu. This results in a pKa1 of
–19.8(1.61 – 2) = 7.7. In reaction [2], the oxygen atom
in [7]U–O–[7]U accepts 2 � 0.47 vu from [7]U, and 2 �
0.20 vu from two additional hydrogen bonds; i.e., its
bond-valence sum is 1.34 vu, which corresponds to a
pKa2 of 13.1. In reaction [3], the oxygen atom in the
[7]U–OH–[7]U termination receives 2 � 0.47 vu plus
0.80 vu from the O–H bond and 0.20 vu from an addi-
tional hydrogen bond; its bond-valence sum is 1.94 vu,
which corresponds to a pKa3 of 1.2.

In order to compare calculated pKa values with ob-
served values, one can determine the pKa values of the
anion-terminations via titration of a fine suspension of
schoepite with an NaOH solution. However, schoepite
samples with a non-dehydrated surface are difficult to
obtain from mineral samples or from synthesis. We de-
cided therefore to use the structurally related phase de-
hydrated schoepite, which can be easily obtained by
hydrothermal synthesis.

Experimental procedure

Dehydrated schoepite, [(UO2)O0.2(OH)1.6], was syn-
thesized under hydrothermal conditions at 120°C for 3
days with a molar ratio of 1:2.5 uranyl acetate and
(H2O). A fine suspension of 100 mg of dehydrated
schoepite in 20 mL 0.1 and 1.0 mol L–1 NaCl solutions
were titrated with 0.01 mol L–1 NaOH. Figure 2 shows
the corresponding titration-curves with initial pH-values
of 6.2 and 5.9, respectively. [Note that titration of the
fine suspension of schoepite with a 0.01 mol L–1 HCl
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solution produced an immediate drop in pH to 3–3.5.]
The shift in the initial pH-values with change in con-
centration of the NaCl solution indicates adsorption of
Na cations at specific sites on the (001) face (Stumm
1992). This adsorption results in an overall positive
charge of the surface, which must be balanced by
deprotonation of the U–OH–2U terminations. In this
way, the (001) face of dehydrated schoepite functions
as a weak acid, which explains the slightly acidic pH at
the beginning of the titration. Because an NaCl solution
is required to maintain a constant ionic medium, we
modeled a curve for a titration in a 0.0 mol L–1 NaCl

solution. The initial pH of the dehydrated schoepite so-
lution in the modeled curve is around 6.5, and the pKa
value is around 7.0 ± 0.2 (Fig. 2). This pKa value corre-
sponds to the acid–base reaction U–(OH)–2U ↔ U–O–
2U on the (001) face of dehydrated schoepite. [Note that
in the anion-termination U–(OH)–2U of dehydrated
schoepite, U occurs in [7]- and [8]-coordination. The
[8]-coordination of U in dehydrated schoepite results
from dehydration of schoepite and structural changes
inside the uranyl sheet.] At the beginning and at the end
of the titration, the (001) face of dehydrated schoepite
most likely had the compositions [(UO2)O0.2+x(OH)1.6–

2x]2x+ and [(UO2)O2]2–, respectively.
The calculations of the pKa value of schoepite and

the experimentally determined pKa value of dehydrated
schoepite are reasonably close, and suggest that the av-
erage coordination-number of [4] is an appropriate value
in the case of the uranyl-oxide minerals schoepite and
dehydrated schoepite. For example, if one uses an aver-
age coordination-number of [3], the intrinsic pKa value
of the acid–base reaction [7]U–O–2[7]U + H+ ↔ [7]U–
OH–2[7]U would be 11.7, significantly different from
the observed value of 7.0 ± 0.2.

The parameter 19.8 (equation 2) of the MUSIC
model was fitted on the basis of experimental results on
simple oxide minerals such as hematite, rutile and
quartz. Hence, equation 2 in this form is not necessarily
applicable to all uranyl oxide minerals, and needs to be
measured in the future on uranyl oxide minerals. How-
ever, we will use this equation here in order to show
how the intrinsic acidity constant is related to two other
parameters that express the strength of a base and an
acid: Lewis basicity and Lewis acidity. For this purpose,
we calculated intrinsic acidity-constants for all kinds
of anion terminations using the above-listed average
[n]U–� bond-valences in uranyl polyhedra (Table 1).

FIG. 2. Titration curves with added 0.01 mol L–1 NaOH ver-
sus pH for a fine suspension of 100 mg of dehydrated
schoepite in 20 mL 0.1 mol L–1 (green) and 1 mol L–1 (red)
NaCl solutions. A modeled titration-curve in a hypotheti-
cal 0.0 mol L–1 NaCl solution is indicated in blue (see text
for details).
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Lewis basicity of anion terminations

The intrinsic acidity-constant pKa is a measure of
the strength of the acid in an acid–base equation: the
higher the pKa, the weaker its acid strength or the stron-
ger the base strength of the corresponding base. Using
the acid–base definition of Lewis (1916), pKa expresses
the ability of the base (Lewis base) to donate electrons
to the acid (Lewis acid).

Hawthorne (1997) and Schindler & Hawthorne
(2001a) defined the Lewis-base strength of a complex
structural unit as the bond valence required by the (nega-
tively charged) structural unit divided by the number of
(weak) bonds accepted by the structural unit from the
interstitial complex. Using this definition, we may cal-
culate the Lewis-base strength (or Lewis-acid strength)
of an anion termination by assuming again an average
O-coordination number of [4]. For example, the Lewis-
base strength of the anion-termination [7]U–OH is the
required bond-valence [(2 – (0.54 + 0.80) = 0.66 vu]
divided by the number of bonds accepted (two): 0.66 / 2
= 0.33 vu. For the anion termination [a]U–OH2, it is more
useful to calculate its Lewis acidity because the con-
stituent O-atom has an incident bond-valence sum
greater than or equal to 2 vu. The Lewis acidity of the
[a]U–OH2 group is the characteristic bond-valence of
each constituent hydrogen bond. Hence, the (H2O)
group transforms the bond-valence (v vu) of the [a]U–O
bond into two weaker hydrogen bonds of bond-valence
v /2 (Hawthorne 1992, 1994, 1997, Schindler &
Hawthorne 2001a). For example, the Lewis acidity of
the termination [7]U–OH2 is 0.54 / 2 = 0.27 vu. The

Lewis acidities and Lewis basicities of all anion termi-
nations are listed in Table 1.

Lewis basicity and acidity constants

Let us consider the anion terminations [7]U–OH and
[7]U–O in the acid–base reactions [2] and [3]. The cor-
responding pKa2 and pKa3 values express the ability of
the bases [7]U–OH and [7]U–O to donate electrons to the
acid H+. The Lewis basicities (0.33 and 0.49 vu) corre-
spond to the pKa2 and pKa3 values of 5.1 and 17, re-
spectively. For the anion termination [a]U–OH2, with [a]
= [8], [7] and [6], we assign a negative Lewis acidity
and correlate it with the corresponding pKa value. The
anion terminations listed above can be subdivided into
five groups: [a]U–OH2, [a]U–OH, [a]U–O, [a]U–OH–2[b]U
and [a]U–O–2[b]U. For each group, there is a linear cor-
relation between the Lewis basicity (acidity) and the
corresponding pKa value (Fig. 3). This correlation can
be understood if we compare the corresponding equa-
tions for the acidity constant and the Lewis basicity:

pKa = 19.8 [�s – 0.20(4 – a(U–O) – b(O–H))] (4)

(LB) = �s / [4 – a(U–O) – b(O–H)] (5)

where �s is the bond-valence deficiency of the O-atom
at the anion termination without considering any ac-
cepted hydrogen bonds; 0.20 [4 – a(U–O) – b(O–H)] is
the bond-valence contribution of weak hydrogen bonds,
where a and b are the numbers of U–O and O–H bonds,
respectively; (LB) is the Lewis basicity. Writing [4 –

FIG. 3. Lewis basicity versus intrinsic acidity constant, pKa, of anion terminations on the
edges of uranyl sheets (see text).
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a(U–O) – b(O–H)] as x and solving for pKa gives the
following relation:

pKa = 19.8 (�s.x – 0.2 x) (6).

The parameter x is constant for one group of anion ter-
minations, but varies from group to group (e.g., from 1
in [a]U–OH2 to 3 in [a]U–O with a = 6, 7, 8). The corre-
lation between Lewis basicity and pKa for all five
groups of anion terminations is shown by the curved line
in Figure 2.

Bond-valence deficiency at an anion termination

Calculation of the intrinsic acidity-constant and the
Lewis basicity of an anion termination requires know-
ing the bond-valence deficiency at an oxygen atom
[equations (3) and (4)]. The average coordination-num-
ber of the oxygen atom at an anion termination scales
the absolute values of the intrinsic acidity-constant and
the Lewis basicity. The bond-valence deficiency at an
oxygen atom is independent of the coordination num-
ber of the oxygen, and is a better parameter to charac-
terize the basicity of an anion termination. The
bond-valence deficiency at an oxygen atom can be re-
lated to the free energy of the acid–base reactions [1],
[2] or [3] as follows (Faure 1998):

�RGAT = –2.303 RT pKa (7)

where �RGAT is the free energy of the acid–base reac-
tion at one anion-termination. Combination of equations
(3) and (7) results in

�RGAT = –2.303 RT 19.8 (�s – 0.20 x) (8).

Equations (3), (4) and (7) indicate that the higher the
bond-valence deficiency at an oxygen atom, the stron-
ger the basicity of the anion termination, the stronger its
affinity to hydrogen bonds or O–H bonds, and the more
negative the free energy �RGAT of the corresponding
acid–base reaction.

Bond-valence deficiency, pKa, and
free energy of a chain of polyhedra

The bond-valence deficiency of an edge may be de-
fined as the sum of bond-valence deficiencies on anion
terminations, normalized to its translation length. A
chain of polyhedra in the sheet ideally represents an
edge on an F face (Fig. 1). Each type of chain contains
different types of anion terminations, and each type of
anion termination corresponds to a specific pKa, Lewis
basicity, and �RGAT value of a corresponding acid–base
reaction. Let us consider a chain of polyhedra of trans-
lation a, with b � [7]U–O and c � [7]U–O–[7]U termina-
tions. The pKa value of an acid–base reaction involving
this chain of polyhedra is designated �pKPC, and de-

pends on the numbers and types of different anion-ter-
minations. The pKa value of an acid–base reaction in-
volving a chain of polyhedra may be written as ��pKPC,
and may be defined as the sum of the pKa values of
acid–base reactions at the corresponding anion-termi-
nations per Å.

��pKPC = [b � pKa ([7]U–O) + c
� pKa ([7]U–O–[7]U)] / a (9).

Equation (9) can be rewritten as

��pKPC = [b � �s ([7]U–O) + a
� �s ([7]U–O–[7]U)] / a (10)

The term [b � �s ([7]U–O) + a � �s ([7]U–O–[7]U)] / a
is the O-atom bond-valence deficiency per Å for a chain
of polyhedra. It correlates with the average value of pKa
and the free energy of acid–base reactions along a chain
of polyhedra, and indicates the affinity of the constitu-
ent O-atoms for hydrogen bonds or O–H bonds. The
bond-valence deficiency per Å can be calculated from
crystal-structure data.

Dissolution rate and bond-valence deficiency

Sunagawa (1987) compared different crystal-growth
parameters such as growth temperature, solute–solvent
interaction, and roughness factor, �, with the corre-
sponding medium of crystal growth, e.g., melt, high-
temperature solution, low-temperature solutions,
chemical vapor-deposition and physical vapor-deposi-
tion. He showed that in low-temperature solutions, the
solute–solvent interaction is the most important factor
in controlling crystal growth and dissolution rates on
surfaces and edges.

Uranyl-sheet minerals crystallize from low-tempera-
ture solutions, and the solute–solvent interaction at the
edges of the basal faces should be the primary determi-
nant of their stability. The solute–solvent interaction can
be described via surface-controlled dissolution (Stumm
1992), which gives an understanding of how the disso-
lution kinetics of surfaces are controlled by protonation
or by the presence of inner-sphere complexes. Protona-
tion tends to increase dissolution rate because it leads to
weaker bonds proximal to surface cations, and thus fa-
cilitates detachment of a surface group into solution.
Surface-controlled dissolution is based on the idea that
(1) attachment of reactants (H+, OH– or ligands) to sur-
face atoms or groups of atoms is rapid, and (2) subse-
quent detachment of metal species from the surface into
solution is slow (and thus rate-limiting). In the first se-
quence, the dissolution reaction is initiated by bonding
to H+, (OH)– and ligands that weaken and tend to break
M–O–M bonds at the surface. This is schematically in-
dicated in Figure 4 as a model of dissolution and growth
of schoepite via detachment and attachment of clusters.
The structure of a schoepite sheet is built from clusters
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of three and two pentagonal bipyramids, which are
structurally identical to the aqueous species
[(UO2)3(OH)5(H2O)5]+ and [(UO2)2(OH)2 (H2O)6]2+

(e.g., Moll et al. 2000). These clusters involve edge-
sharing pentagonal bipyramids, and link through com-
mon edges and corners (Fig. 4). Ligands on terminations
interact with the aqueous solution via hydrogen bond-
ing or acid–base reactions (Fig. 4a).

If dissolution occurs via detachment of clusters, the
breaking of U–�–U bonds occurs mainly at the linking
O-atoms. This requires weakening of a number of U–�
bonds in the clusters through interaction between the
ligands and the adjacent aqueous solution (Fig. 4b). As

this weakening begins, the environment of a detaching
cluster may be called an activated site. At an activated
site, the interaction between aqueous solution and
ligands provides the necessary weakening of the corre-
sponding U–� bonds, which finally break at the detach-
ment of a cluster or a polyhedron (Fig. 4c). Thus an
activated site involved in dissolution may be defined as
follows: An activated site involves the terminations
around a polyhedron or a cluster of polyhedra where
protonation or strong bonds between ligands and aque-
ous species results in weakening of U–� bonds.

If crystal growth occurs via attachment of clusters,
the activated sites on the cluster and on the kink site of

FIG. 4. (a) Schematic sketch of dissolution and growth processes at an edge of a sheet of schoepite. The sequence of dissolution
is indicated with red arrows, and the sequence of crystal growth, by blue arrows. The sheet is built of clusters of three (red and
green) and two (blue) pentagonal bipyramids that are structurally identical to the principal aqueous species
[(UO2)3(OH)5(H2O)5]+ and [(UO2)2(OH)2(H2O)6]2+ in weak acidic solutions (e.g., Moll et al. 2000); O2– ligands in the sheet
are indicated as yellow circles, and ligands that have interacted with the aqueous solutions are indicated in light blue; (a), (f):
activated sites occur only at anion terminations, and activated sites in the layer are transformed to normal sites; (b), (e):
formation of activated sites during the dissolution process via detachment of a cluster; ligands adjacent to potential detached
clusters interact with the solution and are highlighted as light blue octagons; attachment of a cluster at a kink site occurs via
release of one (H2O) per common ligand between cluster and kink site; (c), (d): breaking (formation) of the U–�–U bonds and
detachment (or approach) of a cluster from (to) an activated kink-site on a layer of schoepite. Non-activated sites in contact
with aqueous solution are indicated as black circles. Possible hydrogen bonds between uranyl clusters in solution and polyhe-
dra at the kink sites are shown as solid pale-brown lines.
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the surface promote the attachment progress. Attach-
ment produces one additional (H2O) or (OH) group per
common corner between cluster and kink site (Figs. 4d,
e). Thus, an activated site involved in crystal growth
may be defined as follows: An activated site involves
the terminations on a polyhedron or group of polyhe-
dra where there are strong hydrogen bonds to a poly-
hedron or cluster of polyhedra in solution.

The remaining common corners between cluster and
former kink-site remain activated until the correspond-
ing ligands do not require any additional bond-valence
from bonds to aqueous species (Fig. 4f). Bonds between
activated sites and aqueous species promote dissolution
or crystal growth at an edge.

Bond-valence deficiency, kink sites, and O2– ligands

The bond-valence deficiency of an edge increases
with its number of kink sites, because an edge with a
higher number of kink sites contains a higher ratio of
stronger Lewis-bases (e.g., [7]U–�) versus weaker
Lewis-bases (e.g., [7]U–�–[7]U) (see Calculation of
bond-valence deficiency along chains of polyhedra be-
low). The bond-valence deficiency of an edge also in-
creases with its number of O2– ligands, because an edge
with a higher number of O2– ligands also has a higher
ratio of stronger Lewis-bases ([7]U–O and [7]U–O–[7]U)
(versus weaker Lewis-bases, [7]U–OH and [7]U–OH–
[7]U). In contact with aqueous solution, the stronger
Lewis-bases will either be protonated or form stronger
bonds with the species in solution, which results in
weakening of the corresponding U–� bonds. Hence,
edges with a higher number of kink sites or O2– ligands
contain a higher number of sites that can be activated
during dissolution than edges with a lower number of
kink sites or O2– ligands.

A correlation between the growth rate of an edge and
its bond-valence deficiency is not directly apparent be-
cause the edge and the cluster in solution are usually
hydrated. However, a larger number of kink sites on an
edge (i.e., a high bond-valence deficiency) favors attach-
ment of polyhedra because an attached polyhedron or
cluster of polyhedra can share more common ligands
with the corresponding polyhedra than it can on an edge
with a lower number of kink sites. The negative charges
of the O2– ligands in a uranyl sheet closely balance the
positive charge of the interstitial complex between the
sheets. During crystal growth, these ligands occur on a
hydrated edge, at which the ligands may be protonated
differently than in the bulk structure. However, nega-
tive charges must also occur on an edge during crystal
growth in order to balance the positive charge of either
attached or incorporated interstitial cations. Hence, O2–

ligands in a bulk structure are potentially those ligands
that are part of negative terminations on a protonated
edge. A large number of negatively and positively
charged terminations favors attachment of polyhedra or
clusters of polyhedra on an edge (see below), because

these terminations promote hydrogen bonding between
polyhedra on an edge and the cluster in aqueous solu-
tion (i.e., negatively charged terminations promote for-
mation of activated sites during crystal growth).

The number and type of activated sites during crys-
tal growth correlate [via the number of terminations (i.e.,
the number of kink sites) and the number of negatively
charged terminations] with the bond-valence deficiency
of an edge in the bulk structure. The number of acti-
vated sites on an edge during dissolution or crystal
growth correlates also with the difference between the
pH of the solution and the pHpzc of the edge (see be-
low).

Activated sites and edges in schoepite
and fourmarierite

In schoepite, [(UO2)8O2(OH)12](H2O)12, and
fourmarierite, Pb[(UO2)4O3(OH)4](H2O)4, the layers
have the same topology, but a different number of O
and OH groups. Hence chains that terminate the [010]
edge in both structures contain different numbers and
types of ligands (Figs. 5a, b). At a specific pH, the [010]
edge in fourmarierite must have a larger number of
negatively charged terminations than the [010] edge in
schoepite, because these terminations must charge-bal-
ance the incorporated or attached interstitial Pb2+ cat-
ions. However, at a different pH, the same chain on a
[010] edge can have the same number and types of
ligands in schoepite or fourmarierite. Figure 5c shows a
possible model of hydration at such an edge, consider-
ing only the terminations along the edge. To activate
terminations on the [010] edge of fourmarierite requires
more protonation of ligands and more hydrogen bond-
ing from the aqueous species to the ligands than on the
[010] edge in schoepite. Thus the [010] edges in
fourmarierite and schoepite contain different numbers
and types of activated sites, even though they have iden-
tical ligands.

There are two different types of termination along
the chain of polyhedra parallel to the [010] edge in
schoepite and fourmarierite: U–� and U–�–U. Termi-
nations of the same type have similar acid–base proper-
ties. Hence, one can assign identical hydration-models
to each type of termination in schoepite and four-
marierite, e.g., U–OH2 and U–OH–U (along the chain
parallel to the [010] edge). If one were to calculate the
general stability of an edge based on identical models
for each type of termination, one would similarly treat
isostructural uranyl-sheets of different chemical com-
position. In other words, all equivalent edges in
schoepite and fourmarierite would have similar relative
stabilities. Consequently, the morphology of the (001)
face should be identical on schoepite and fourmarierite
crystals. However, this is not the case (see below), and
therefore the different types and numbers of activated
sites on edges in schoepite and fourmarierite cannot be
neglected.
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pHpzc, net proton-charge, inner- and outer-sphere
complexes, and electric double- and triple-layers:
a bond-valence perspective

The pHpzc is also called the isoelectric point. Stumm
(1992) defined pHpzc as the point where the total net
surface-charge is zero (this is the condition where par-
ticles do not move in an applied electric field). The total
net surface-charge is the sum of (1) the permanent struc-
tural charge caused by isomorphic substitutions, (2) the
net proton-charge (i.e., the charge due to the binding of
protons or OH-anions), (3) the charge of the inner-
sphere complex, and (4) the charge of the outer-sphere
complex.

The distribution of surface charge can be idealized
as an electric double- or triple-layer. In the case of a
double layer, the first layer is the solid surface with a
localized negative surface-charge, whereas the second
layer is in contact with the first layer and is a solution
containing dispersed ions of positive charge (the Gouy–

Chapman diffuse model: Stumm 1992). This model can-
not be applied to surfaces of high potential because the
local concentrations of counter ions near the surface
becomes too large. In the Stern–Grahame triple-layer
model, an additional compact layer of cations exists
immediately adjacent to the mineral surface in order to
balance the high charge of the surface. The ions in this
layer are held tightly by “electrostatic forces” and are
not free to move like the ions in the diffuse layer of the
Gouy–Chapman model. Dzombak & Morel (1990) de-
veloped a surface-complexation model in which ions are
attached by chemical bonding to the surface and not via
“electrostatic effects”, as assumed in the Gouy–
Chapman and Stern–Grahame models. Therefore, cat-
ions of the inner-sphere complexes are treated in the
surface-complexation model as part of the solid (Stumm
1992).

An inner-sphere complex and an outer-sphere com-
plex occur if a cation or anion in the solution bonds di-
rectly or via (H2O) groups to terminations on the

FIG. 5. (a), (b) Polyhedron and ball-and-stick representations of a chain of polyhedra parallel to [010] in fourmarierite and
schoepite; in the ball-and-stick models, yellow, red and blue circles indicate U6+, O2– and H+, respectively. In the polyhedron
model, the positions of the O2– equatorial ligands are indicated by green and red circles. (c) Ball-and-stick model of a possible
activated edge parallel to [010]; outgoing bonds from terminations to aqueous species are indicated as blue lines, and incom-
ing bonds accepted by the ligands of the terminations are indicated with green lines; the corresponding bond-valences (in vu)
are given as numbers beside the lines.
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surface. Hence, the presence of inner-sphere and outer-
sphere complexes changes the net proton-charge of the
surface. If the net proton-charge is zero, the total net
surface-charge is not necessarily zero. However, charge
and number of inner- and outer-sphere complexes de-
pend on many factors, such as the size and number of
specific sites for complexation on the surface, and on
the charge, size and activities of cations and anions in
solution. We can again simplify this problem if we fac-
tor surface, inner- and outer-sphere complexes and other
aqueous species into three components: (1) surface, (2)
chemisorbed species, and (3) aqueous solution. To be
considered part of the surface, an atom has to conform
to the space-group symmetry of the crystal, with the
exception of H atoms that strongly bond to O atoms at
the surface. Any other atom or group of atoms chemi-
cally bonded to the surface and not conforming to the
space-group symmetry of the crystal will not be incor-
porated into the structure (to any significant degree), and
although chemically bonded to the surface, will have a
short residence-time in this state. In some chemical sys-
tems, such chemisorbed impurities can significantly
modify habit development, presumably depending on
the residence lifetime of the species on the surface and
the activity of that species in solution. In this way, we
consider here only the change in interaction between an
edge with different net proton-charges and the aqueous
solution.

From a bond-valence perspective, the net proton-
charge is the difference between the sums of the ac-
cepted and donated bond-valences between the
termination on the surface and the species in aqueous
solution. A termination that accepts bond valences is a
Lewis base, and a termination that donates bond-valence
is a Lewis acid. At zero net proton-charge, the strength
and number of Lewis bases and Lewis acids are identi-
cal. The pH of a solution in which a surface has zero net
proton-charge is called the point of zero net proton-
charge, pHpzc (Stumm 1992, p. 18). Depending on the
intrinsic acidity-constant of the acid–base reaction,
strong Lewis bases and acids occur only at low or high
pH (see previous section). Hence, weaker Lewis bases
and acids occur mainly on a surface at the pHpzc. This
approach emphasizes that at the pHpzc, the bond-valence
transfer between Lewis bases and acids on the surface
and the aqueous solution is at a minimum.

An example: bond-valence transfer along a chain
of polyhedra in schoepite and fourmarierite

Consider a chain of polyhedra parallel to the [010]
edge in schoepite or fourmarierite (Fig. 5c). There are
eight terminations (4 � [7]U–� and 4 � [7]U–�–[7]U)
per repeat length of the chain, and these interact with
the aqueous solution. Figure 5c shows a hydration model
for this chain, in which the incoming and outgoing
bonds are shown in green and blue, respectively. In the
repeat period of the chain, there are one U–O–U, one

U–OH2–U, two U–OH, two U–OH2 and two U–OH–U
terminations. In order to simplify the bond-valence cal-
culations involving the incoming and outgoing bonds,
we assign an average bond-valence of 0.50 vu to a [7]U–
� bond. An atom of oxygen of a [7]U–OH2 group re-
ceives 0.50 vu from the [7]U–O bond and requires an
additional 2 � 0.75 vu from the two O–H bonds in or-
der to satisfy its bond-valence requirements. The two
H-atoms require 0.25 vu from hydrogen bonds to an
aqueous species in order to satisfy their own bond-va-
lence requirements. Hence, any [7]U–OH2 group donates
two hydrogen bonds, each with a bond-valence of 0.25
vu, to the aqueous species.

An atom of oxygen of a [7]U–OH group receives 0.50
vu from the [7]U–O bond and requires an additional 1.50
vu. The O–H bond has a bond valence of 0.80 vu, and
the oxygen atom thus requires an additional 0.70 vu
from bonds from the aqueous species (Fig. 5c). In the
same way, an atom of oxygen of an U–OH–U group
receives 2 � 0.50 vu from two [7]U–O bonds and 0.80
vu from the hydrogen atom of the OH-group, and re-
quires an additional 0.20 vu from a bond (or bonds) from
an aqueous species. Hence, an atom of oxygen of a [7]U–
O–[7]U group requires an additional 1.0 vu from bonds
involving the aqueous species. The oxygen atom of a
[7]U–OH2–[7]U group accepts 2 � 0.50 vu from two
[7]U–O bonds and requires an additional 2 � 0.50 vu
from two O–H bonds; therefore, the [7]U–OH2 group
donates two hydrogen bonds with a bond-valence of
0.50 vu. The corresponding acid–base equilibria be-
tween the different Lewis bases and acids are listed in
Table 1. The pKa values indicate that strong Lewis bases
(such as [7]U–O–[7]U and [7]U–OH2–[7]U) occur only at
high and low pH, respectively. Thus the number of
strong Lewis bases and acids on the [010] edge is very
small in weak acidic, weak basic and neutral solutions.

We can now calculate aggregate bond-valences in-
volving the outgoing and incoming bonds. There are 2
� 0.20 + 4 � 0.25 + 2 � 0.20 + 2 � 0.50 = 2.8 vu
donated from the terminations to the aqueous species,
and there are 4 � 0.35 + 2 � 0.20 + 2 � 0.50 = 2.80 vu
(Fig. 5) accepted from the terminations. The overall
transfer of bond valence from or to the chain is thus 2.8
+ 2.8 = 5.6 vu. Because the accepted and donated bond-
valences are equal, the chain is formally neutral. This is
not surprising, as the number of the formally negatively
charged terminations U–O–U (–1.0 vu) and U–OH
(–0.50 vu) is equal to the number of formally positively
charged terminations U–OH2–U (+1.0 vu) and U–OH2
(+0.5 vu), respectively.

If the pH of the solution is the same as the pHpzc,
there is not only an equal number of positively and nega-
tively charged anion species, but there is also a mini-
mum number of strong Lewis acids or bases such as
U–O–U and U–OH2–U at a given ionic strength of the
solution. If the number of these terminations is infinitely
small, the bond-valence transfer to or from the chain
minimizes at 1.8 vu. If the pH differs from the pHpzc,
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the Lewis acidities or basicities of the terminations vary
sympathetically in both number and strength.

Consider an increase in the number of U–OH and
U–OH2 species. For four U–OH2 and four U–OH–U
terminations, there are 4 � 0.20 + 8 � 0.25 = 2.8 vu
donated by the terminations to the aqueous species, and
there are 4 � 0.20 = 0.80 vu accepted by the termina-
tions. The formal charge of this chain per repeat dis-
tance is 2.8 – 0.8 = 2+. For four U–OH terminations and
four U–OH–U terminations, the terminations accept 8
� 0.35 + 4 � 0.20 = 3.6 vu and donate 4 � 0.2 + 4 �
0.20 = 1.6 vu; the total transfer of bond valence is 3.6 +
1.6 = 5.2 vu, and the net transfer of bond valence is 1.6
– 3.6 = 2.0 vu. These examples illustrate the fact that an
increase in the number of U–OH or U–OH2 termina-
tions increases the total bond-valence transfer to and
from the terminations, but not necessarily the net bond-
valence transfer. The configuration of four U–OH2 and
four U–OH–U terminations results in a total bond-va-
lence transfer of 2.8 + 0.80 = 3.6 vu, which is equal to
the minimum transfer at neutral charge: 1.8 + 1.8 = 3.6
vu. The minimum total bond-valence transfer thus does
not automatically occur at an edge with zero charge.
However, an increase in the number of U–OH2 termi-
nations is normally the result of a decrease in pH, which
also produces a higher ratio of U–OH2–U to U–O–U
terminations. A higher number of U–OH2–U termina-
tions increases the total bond-valence transfer, which
will be higher than the minimum transfer at neutral
charge.

From this discussion, we can define the pHpzc of a
surface from a bond-valence perspective (not consider-
ing inner- or outer-sphere complexes): At the pHpzc of a
surface, there is a minimum in the number of highly
charged terminations (i.e., strong Lewis acids and Lewis
bases) on the surface, which results in low bond-valence
transfer between surface acceptors and donors and the
aqueous species.

A higher number of strong bonds between termina-
tions and aqueous species enhances attachment and de-
tachment of polyhedra or groups of polyhedra, and
growth or dissolution rates should correlate with the type
and number of activated sites.

pHpzc: faces

A surface may be positive, negative or neutral. The
bond-valence deficiency at a face is a measure of the
bond valence required to achieve electroneutrality at that
face. If there is a low bond-valence deficiency at a face
and the pH of the solution is identical to the pHpzc, there
is a low interaction between the face and the solution.
This results in formation of only a small number of ac-
tivated sites, and hence the dissolution rate perpendicu-
lar to the face is small.

Two examples: calculation of the pHpzc of the (001)
face of schoepite and dehydrated schoepite

Schoepite, [(UO2)8O2(OH)12](H2O)12, has a promi-
nent basal (001) face that dominates the morphology of
its crystals. The pHpzc occurs where the average com-
position of the surface is equal to the composition of the
structural unit, [(UO2)8O2(OH)12]. On the basis of the
pKa values in equations [1] to [3], the [7]U–�–[7]U ter-
mination occurs over a wide range of pH as [7]U–OH–
[7]U, and is therefore not involved in acid–base reactions
close to the pHpzc. There are twelve [7]U–�–2[7]U termi-
nations in the asymmetric unit; two of them occur as
[7]U–O–2[7]U, and ten of them as [7]U–OH–2[7]U. In
order to have an average composition of the surface of
[(UO2)8O2(OH)12], there must be five times more [7]U–
OH–2[7]U terminations than the [7]U–O–2[7]U termina-
tion. The pHpzc can be calculated via the
Henderson–Hasselbach equation (Atkins 1996) on the
basis of the pKa value and the ratio of the terminations
in the asymmetric unit:

pHpzc = pH = pKa – log [acid]/[base]
= 7.72 – log [5]/[1] = 7.02 (11).

In the case of dehydrated schoepite, the composition of
the surface at pHpzc must be identical to the composi-
tion of the structural unit, [(UO2)O0.2(OH)1.6]0. This is
the case, as there are eight times more U–(OH)–2U ter-
minations than U–O–2U terminations. On the basis of
the experimentally determined pKa value of 7.0 (see
above), the pHpzc of dehydrated schoepite is therefore

phpzc = pH = pKa – log [8]/[1]
= 7.0(2) – 0.9 = 6.1 (12).

pHpzc: edges

Because of the prominent basal faces in uranyl minerals,
the formal charges at the different edges may contribute
only a small amount to the overall surface-charge. How-
ever, the individual pHpzc of an (activated) edge and the
pH of the solution will control crystal growth and dis-
solution at this specific edge. Thus accurate prediction
about the occurrence of edges can only be made if one
knows their pHpzc.

Example: calculation of the pHpzc for edges
on the (001) face of schoepite

The following anion-terminations occur on the edges
of the (001) face of schoepite: [7]U–O, [7]U–OH, [7]U–
OH2, [7]U–O–[7]U, [7]U–OH–[7]U, [7]U–O–27]U and [7]U–
OH–2[7]U. The [7]U–O, [7]U–OH, [7]U–O–[7]U and
[7]U–O–2[7]U terminations have formal negative charges
of ~1.5, 0.5, 1 and 0.50, respectively. They all have a
bond-valence deficiency and interact with the solution
by accepting bond-valence via protonation or hydrogen
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bonding. The [7]U–OH2, [7]U–OH2–[7]U and [7]U–OH–
2[7]U terminations have formal positive charges of ~0.5,
1 and 0.5, and interact with the solution by donating
hydrogen bonds to aqueous species. The [7]U–OH–[7]U
anion-termination has a formal charge of zero and may
both accept and donate one hydrogen bond. The charge
on an edge is zero if there is an equal number of [7]U–
OH2 and [7]U–OH terminations, [7]U–OH2–[7]U and
[7]U–O–[7]U terminations, and [7]U–O–27]U and [7]U–
OH–2[7]U terminations. Because [7]U–� and [7]U–�–[7]U
are the dominant terminations on the edges of schoepite,
the pHpzc of the edges is defined primarily by the fol-
lowing acid–base reactions:

[7]U–O–[7]U + H+ ↔ [7]U–OH–[7]U,
pKa = 13.07 [5]

[7]U–OH–[7]U+ H+ ↔ [7]U–OH2–[7]U,
pKa = 1.2 [6]

[7]U–OH+ H+ ↔ [7]U–OH2,
pKa = 6.53 [7]

There are equal numbers of [7]U–OH2–[7]U and [7]U–O–
[7]U terminations at pH = (13.07 + 1.2) / 2 = 7.135, and
an equal number of [7]U–OH and [7]U–OH2 terminations
at pH = 6.534. Thus, every edge on the (001) face of
schoepite has its pHpzc at ~6.5 < pH < ~7.1. If the pH of
the solution is in this range, there is the lowest interac-
tion between the activated sites on an edge and the spe-
cies in aqueous solution. [Note that as indicated above,
the MUSIC equation in this form might not fit all ura-
nyl-oxide minerals, and the calculated values of pKa
should be seen as approximations rather than exact val-
ues.] This example shows that the pHpzc of an edge can-
not be used to predict its occurrence on a basal face.
However, pHpzc enables us to predict the change in
morphology with a change in pH from the range in pHpzc
of the edges.

Change in morphology with change in pH

The change in morphology with change in pH de-
pends strongly on the degree of supersaturation in the
aqueous fluid. At high supersaturation, a large number
of aqueous species will simultaneously attach to the
surface, resulting in rough surfaces with fast growth-
rates. In this case, the number and type of protonated
anion-terminations will not be relevant for a slow-
growth process in which the attachment of aqueous spe-
cies produce smooth surfaces with a low number of kink
sites. Hence, the following discussion on the effect of
pH on the morphology is restricted to solutions at low
supersaturation.

Figure 6 shows how the occurrence of an edge may
vary with change in pH. Let us consider the edge with
the lowest bond-valence deficiency of all possible edges.
If the edge interacts with a solution of pH close to its

pHpzc, there is a weak interaction between the anion ter-
minations and the aqueous species. The corresponding
edge would contain only a small number of activated
sites (see above), the dissolution or crystallization rate
would be small, and the edge would survive on the final
morphology of the basal face. If the pH of the solution
differs from the pHpzc by an amount �pH, there is a
greater interaction between the terminations and the
aqueous species. The number of activated sites increases
with increasing �pH. However, the corresponding edge
would still occur on the final morphology of the basal
face, and depending on the bond-valence deficiency of
the other edges, it might even dominate the morphol-
ogy of the basal face (Fig. 6).

The explanation of this phenomenon can be found if
we consider next an edge with an average bond-valence
deficiency (i.e., this edge has a higher bond-valence
deficiency than the edge considered previously). At a
pH close to its pHpzc value, its anion terminations would
interact slightly more with the solution than those of the
previously considered edge. The resulting activated
edge would therefore contain a higher number of acti-
vated sites than the previous activated edge. However,
if the interaction between the second edge and a solu-
tion with a pH = pHpzc of the second edge is still small,
the corresponding dissolution or crystallization rates
would be similar to the rates of dissolution or crystalli-
zation of the previous edge, and the edge would occur
on the final basal face. The occurrence of those edges is
therefore strongly controlled by the relation between
dissolution or crystallization kinetics and �pH.

If �pH increases dramatically, the already higher
number of activated sites will increase even more, and
the morphology will change (Fig. 6). In this case, the
higher rates of dissolution or crystallization (in compari-
son to the previous edge) presumably result in disap-
pearance of the edge during growth or dissolution.
Hence at higher �pH, the final morphology of a basal
face is defined by the edges with the lowest bond-va-
lence deficiency.

Finally, let us consider an edge with the highest
bond-valence deficiency. The interaction of its termina-
tions with an aqueous solution of a specific �pH will be
the highest of all previous edges; i.e., there is a high
probability that the corresponding rates of dissolution
or crystallization may be so high that the edge will dis-
appear during these processes. Under normal circum-
stances, edges with the highest bond-valence deficiency
should therefore never occur on the final morphology
of the basal faces.

Similar considerations apply to the supersaturation
parameter, �. At equilibrium, the saturation of a solu-
tion is unity (� = 1), and there is a minimum in the in-
teraction between activated sites and species in aqueous
solution. Where supersaturation increases or decreases
by ��, the interaction between aqueous solution and
edge increases. Hence at high ��, one would expect
edges with the lowest bond-valence deficiency, whereas
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at low ��, one would expect edges of low and average
bond-valence deficiency.

Change in morphology with stacking
sequences of layers

An edge terminates one layer and can be character-
ized by a chain of polyhedra in the layer. A face cross-
ing the layers terminates more than one layer, and this
surface is characterized by chains of polyhedra that ter-
minate the different layers. If adjacent layers are shifted
relative to each other, the face can be terminated by dif-
ferent types of chains. Figure 7a shows sequence of lay-
ers with or without a shift between the layers. There are
interstitial cations, (H2O) or (OH) groups between each
layer.

Arrangements (1) to (3) (Fig. 7) show three layers
that are terminated by one type of chain of polyhedra.

The chain indicated by a yellow rectangle has a lower
bond-valence deficiency than the chains indicated by
green rectangles, and hence edges in arrangements (1)
and (3) are more stable than edges in arrangement (2).
In arrangements (4) to (6), the layers contain the same
type of chains of polyhedra. However, the central layer
is shifted by one polyhedron relative to the adjacent lay-
ers. In this case, two chains of high bond-valence defi-
ciency and one chain of low bond-valence deficiency
terminate the edges in arrangement (4). Edges on a face
that are terminated by chains of high and low bond-
valence deficiencies have different growth and dissolu-
tion rates. Hence, in Figure 7a, the upper and lower
layers grow faster than the central layer. This growth
mechanism results in arrangement (5), in which only
chains of lower bond-valence deficiency terminate an
edge. Thus, edges in arrangement (5) are more stable
than edges in arrangement (4). Arrangement (5) con-

FIG. 6. The left column lists the possible types of edges: edges with lowest, average and highest bond-valence deficiencies are
indicated in red, blue and green, respectively. The central column schematically indicates the increase in activated sites with
(a) the initial bond-valence deficiency of the edge, (b) the difference between the pH of the solution and the pHpzc of the edge
(indicated as �pH), and (c) the difference between the supersaturation, �, of a solution and the supersaturation at equilibrium,
with � = 1 (indicated as ��). The increase in �pH and �� is indicated by an arrow. The right column lists the corresponding
rates of dissolution and crystal growth, and the final morphologies of a theoretical (001) face. The colors of the edges indicate
the corresponding bond-valence deficiencies of the edges.
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tains one major kink-site with interstitial complexes
above and below. The rates of growth and dissolution at
this kink-site are therefore not only characterized by the
bond-valence deficiency of the chain; they are also con-
trolled by the acidity of the interstitial complex. This is
in contrast to arrangement (1), in which the rates of
growth and dissolution are determined only by the bond-
valence deficiency of the chains. Thus, edges in arrange-
ment (5) are less stable than edges in arrangement (1).

Figure 7b shows the same type of arrangements as
in Figure 7a, but with chains of average and high bond-
valence deficiency (indicated by pink and green rect-
angles, respectively). The stabilities of edges in the
corresponding arrangements are the same, i.e., edges in

arrangement (7) have a higher stability than edges in
arrangement (11). The difference in bond-valence defi-
ciency can now be used to compare the stability of edges
that have a similar shift between their layers. Edges in
arrangement (1) have a lower bond-valence deficiency
than edges in arrangement (7), and therefore, the former
are more stable and have lower rates of dissolution and
growth than the latter (Fig. 7c). In the same way, edges
in arrangement (5) are more stable than edges in ar-
rangement (11), and therefore the former also have
lower rates of dissolution and growth than the latter
(Fig. 7c).

The kink sites of arrangements (5) and (11) are char-
acterized by the acidity of the adjacent interstitial com-

FIG. 7. Schematic representation of different sequences in the stacking of layers, with chains of different bond-valence deficien-
cies. (a) Chains are indicated as yellow (low bond-valence deficiency) and green (high bond-valence deficiency) rectangles,
and interstitial complexes are indicated with red rectangles and blue circles. Arrangements (1) to (6) display growth se-
quences of edges with identical chains but with different shifts between the layers. (b) Arrangements (7) to (12) are identical
to arrangements (1) to (6) owing to the shift between the layers, but have chains of average and low bond-valence deficiency
(indicated as pink and green rectangles). (c) Growth and dissolution rates among the different arrangements (for details, see
text).
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plexes and by the bond-valence deficiency of the chain
of polyhedra. Hence, there are three components at these
kink sites that interact with the aqueous species. The
corresponding edges thus interact more extensively with
the aqueous solution than edges in arrangements (1) and
(3). Hence, we predict that edges in arrangements (5)
and (11) have lower stability than edges in arrangements
(1) and (7).

Change in morphology with change
in arrangement of interstitial complexes

A change in morphology of the basal face with
change in arrangement of the interstitial complex can
be observed in minerals with identical structural units,
identical shifts between the layers, but different arrange-
ments of their interstitial complexes. This is the case for
becquerelite, [7]Ca(H2O)4[(UO2)3O2(OH)3]2(H2O)4, and
billietite, [10]Ba(H2O)4[(UO2)3O2(OH)3]2 (H2O)3. Fig-
ures 8a and 8b show the arrangements of the interstitial
cations Ca and Ba in becquerelite and billietite, respec-
tively. The interstitial Ca atoms in becquerelite are ar-

ranged in rows parallel to [010], whereas the interstitial
Ba atoms in billietite are arranged in rows parallel to
[100]. Evaluation of the bond-valence deficiencies (tak-
ing into account the shift between the layers in each
structure) indicates that [100] and [110] are the most
stable edges, whereas edges such as [100], [210], [130]
and [310] are less stable. Hence, we predict that the
edges [100] and [110] invariably occur, independent of
pH and saturation, whereas all other edges occur only
close to the pHpzc and at saturation.

Becquerelite and billietite crystals strongly resemble
each other in color and form. The edges [100] and [110]
invariably occur on their (001) face, in good agreement
with our predictions. Only becquerelite crystals are re-
ported as elongate parallel to [010], whereas billietite
crystals can be elongate parallel to [100] [Figs. 8a and
8b; Perloff (1998); http://www.trinityminerals.com/
sm2001/uranium.shtml]. This implies that the occur-
rence of edges and their dominance on the final mor-
phology may be also controlled by the arrangement of
the interstitial complexes. We may summarize the above
discussion as follows: (a) If we consider only the struc-

FIG. 8. Left: polyhedron illustrations of layers in (a) becquerelite, and (b) billietite, showing the positions of the interstitial Ca
(green circles) and Ba (blue circles). Right: examples of the corresponding (001) face morphologies on becquerelite and
billietite crystals (for details, see text).
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tural information of the uranyl sheets, we can predict
the occurrence (or non-occurrence) of edges with the
lowest and highest bond-valence deficiencies. (b) If we
consider also the pHpzc, pH, degree of saturation and
the arrangement of the interstitial complex, we can pre-
dict the occurrence of edges with average bond-valence
deficiency.

Calculation of bond-valence deficiency
along chains of polyhedra

In order to predict the occurrence of different edges,
we must consider the different types of linear periodic
chains of polyhedra parallel to an edge. Figure 9 shows
linear periodic chains of polyhedra parallel to [100] in
schoepite. Depending on whether one considers the sur-
face on the right or left side of the figure, one can con-
struct (linear periodic) chains of polyhedra with
different types of terminations (Figs. 9a, c). Termina-
tions of linear periodic chains that terminate the layer to

the right or left side are called right terminations or left
terminations, respectively.

The linear periodic chain of polyhedra parallel to
[100] has a repeat distance of 14.377 Å. Let us desig-
nate the left termination of this chain as a1: there are
two [7]U–OH terminations and four [7]U–OH–[7]U ter-
minations (Fig. 9a). The average bond-valence of
[7]U6+–O in schoepite is 0.47 vu, and the average O–H
bond-valence is 0.80 vu (Brown 1981). The oxygen at-
oms of the two [1]-coordinated and the four [2]-coordi-
nated (OH) groups receive (2 � 1 � 0.47 + 2 � 0.8) =
2.54 vu, and (4 � 2 � 0.47 + 4 � 0.8) = 6.96 vu, re-
spectively. The resulting bond-valence deficiency at the
oxygen atoms in the chain is the difference between their
formal valence and their incident bond-valence sum. For
example, the oxygen atoms of the two [1]-coordinated
(OH) groups in the repeat unit of the chain have a for-
mal charge of 4–, and they accept 2 � 0.47 vu from
equatorial U–O bonds and 2 � 0.80 vu from O–H bonds.
The sum of the incident bond-valence is 2.54 vu, result-

FIG. 9. (a) The left form of chain termination for different chains parallel to the [100] edge in the uranyl sheet of schoepite; the
positions of the O2– anions are indicated by red circles. At each chain, the bulk structure continues to the left, and the surface
occurs at the right side. (b) The calculated bond-valence deficiency per unit length (vu / Å) of anion terminations on chain
terminations of the left form. (c) The right form of chain terminations for different chains parallel to the [100] edge. (d) The
corresponding bond-valence deficiency per unit length of the anion terminations on chain terminations of the right form.
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ing in an aggregate bond-valence deficiency of 4 – 2.54
= 1.46 vu. The bond-valence deficiency of the four [2]-
coordinated oxygen atoms is 1.04 vu. The bond-valence
deficiency of the oxygen atoms in the repeat distance of
the chain of polyhedra is 1.46 + 1.04 = 2.50 vu, and
normalized to the length of the chain: 2.50 / 14.337 =
0.1744 vu / Å.

The bond-valence deficiency of such a chain de-
pends on the type and number of anion terminations. A
high bond-valence deficiency occurs where the chain
contains a high number of negatively charged termina-
tions, such as U–OH (–0.5), U–O–U (–1.0) or U–O
(–1.5 vu), and a low bond-valence deficiency occurs if
the chain contains a high number of the formally neu-
tral U–OH–U terminations. Here, the number of kink
sites along the chain controls the number of U–� and
U–�–U terminations.

SUMMARY

(1) The bond valence of an anion termination on a
terminating chain of polyhedra correlates with the in-
trinsic acidity-constant, pKa, and with the free energy,
�Gat, of the corresponding acid–base reaction.

(2) The bond-valence deficiency of a linear periodic
chain of polyhedra parallel to an edge correlates with
the type and number of activated sites on an edge.

(3) Processes of crystal growth and dissolution on
an edge are catalyzed by the activated sites and increase
with their number and the strength of the bonds between
the corresponding anion terminations and the aqueous
species.

(4) The interaction between activated sites and
aqueous species is minimized where the pH of the solu-
tion is at the pHpzc of the edge and where the solution is
close to saturation with respect to the mineral.

(5) Interaction of an edge with the aqueous solution
during crystal growth and dissolution depends also on
the shift between the layers and the arrangement of the
interstitial complexes between the layers.

(6) One can use the latter parameters and the bond-
valence deficiency of a polyhedron to predict the occur-
rence of edges on the basal face of uranyl-sheet
minerals.
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